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Abstract 

This research work mainly deals with the existing laws in Bangladesh related to the 

Guardianship of property. It shows some critical analysis of the Personal laws and statutory laws. 

This paper also has discussed the laws with various case principles and also tried to show how 

the Courts are taking decisions regarding this issue. This work has tried to show some 

inconsistency by comparing the relevant laws. This research work also has discussed the 

perspective of other countries and tried to give a comparative study regarding the issue of 

guardianship of property. This paper mainly focuses on the analysis of guardianship of property 

according to the personal laws, statutory laws, and various case principles. There is a great 

debate that if mother can get the custody of her minor child as well as the guardianship of 

property. In order to fill the gap in the present debate, this dissertation contains recommendations 

to amend the current legal provisions that whether mother should get the guardianship of 

property if the situation demands. 
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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction: 

In Bangladesh disputes related to the personal matters are determined by their own religious and 

personal law for both men and women. The area of custody and guardianship is also related to 

personal laws. Personal laws which are applicable in Bangladesh have gone through a series of 

procedural and to a degree gender equality enhancing reforms over the past fifty plus years.1 

These reforms, both in the before and after independence eras, have benefited women in a 

number of areas such as divorce, marriage, and inheritance.2 Although the area of custody and 

guardianship has not met any significant amendment through legislation, but in some occasions 

we can see that by some case decisions form the Apex court a number of progressive trend 

setting judgments which may serve as guidelines while adjudicating disputes in the area.3 The 

main guiding law related to guardianship of property in Bangladesh is The Guardianship and 

Wards Act 1890. In this topic I have discussed about the related provisions related to 

guardianship and some comparative studies with different countries regarding guardianship laws 

with Bangladesh. Also in this study I have tried to figure out how new amendment can be made 

in our laws so that woman has gender equality in getting guardianship of a child saving the best 

interest of child and not conflicting with the personal laws. Thereafter, in the last part this study 

ends with its findings of the overall research and prospective recommendations. 

1.2. Methodology:   

This research can be said as theoretical research or descriptive research which includes relevant 

case principles, theories, and different opinions of individuals. On the basis of these, I have 

added my own hypotheses or choice of research methods with addressing the questions of why 

and how. I have conducted this research by describing what exists and also, I have tried to 

                                                             
1 Nowrin Tamanna, Muhammad Amirul Haq, Sara Hossain: MUSLIM WOMEN’S RIGHTS 

UNDER BANGLADESH LAW Provisions, Practices and Policies related to Custody and Guardianship; The South 

Asian Institute of Advanced Legal and Human Rights Studies (SAILS) 2011 

2 Ibid 

3 Ibid 
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discover new meanings as well. To conduct this research, I mainly used secondary data. The 

methodology is depending on some secondary sources by searching websites, different blogs, 

various books, online journals, newspapers, and different journal articles. I also collected data 

from various Acts, Statutory Laws etc. for performing this work. 

1.3. Limitations: 

These systematic assessments on this issue might be able to get better outcome if there is no 

limitation of time. Only three months is not enough for this research. I could not have more time 

and consultations for my other courses and examination. Doing this research, I was not able to 

find enough materials regarding this topic.  I was not able to find some important cases regarding 

this matter for the lack of DLR, PLD, and AIR in the library as well. 

1.4. Objectives of the study 

1. The objective of this study is to analyze the relevant laws regarding the issue. 

2. To show the conflicting circumstances between the traditional and statuary laws. 

3. Comparing our laws with other country's laws. 

4. Suggesting better ways to resolve disputes regarding guardianship of property. 

5. To provide equal legal status of both parents with respect to guardianship of property. 

1.5. Scopes: 

The work is mainly based on the existing provisions regarding the guardianship of property in 

Bangladesh and showing some criticism about the existing systems. This paper also contains 

some case principles regarding the guardianship of property. 

1.6. Research Question: 

Several questions can be framed on this research topic. However, this research has been limited 

to the following question. To fulfill the purpose of the research following question will be 

addressed: Whether the courts in Bangladesh has followed ‘Best Interest Principle’ in case of 

minor’s property? 
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CHAPTER -II 

GUARDIANSHIP OF PROPERTY: DIFFERENT STATUTORY LAWS & RELIGIOUS 

LAWS 

2.1. Introduction:   

Religious laws in Bangladesh are commonly known as Personal laws. All religion has their own 

personal laws. Every religion has its own laws regarding the guardianship of the child's property. 

In this chapter I have chosen to study the position of the guardianship of property under different 

statutory and religious laws. 

2.2. Guardianship of property under Muslim law:  

Guardianship of the property means and includes the right to take all decision about the property 

of the child. The right belongs to father and grandfather and to anyone according to their wasiyat 

(will) or to anyone appointed by the court4. According to the Muslim law, there are three types of 

Guardianship that are recognized for the purpose of guardianship of property. Such as –  

i. Legal guardian 

ii. Guardians appointed by the court and 

iii. De facto guardian. 

2.2.1 Legal guardian:  

According to the Muslim Law, father is the legal guardian of his minor child’s property. During 

the lifetime of the father, he is legal guardian of property of the children and in his absence, 

grandfather will enjoy the right of guardianship of property.5 Under Hanafi law, the father is the 

guardian of the minor’s property; failing him, in order of priority, the following are entitled- 

 a. Father’s executor  

                                                             
4 Al- Zuhaili, Wahbah Dr, Al- Fiqh Al- Islami Wa Adillatuhu, (The Islamic Jurisprudence and its Evidences), Syria, 

Vol. 9 (1997) 6691. 

5 Dr. Muhammad Ekramul Haque, Muslim Family Law (first published 2015, London college of Legal Studies) p-

393 
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b. Father’s father 

 c. Paternal grandfather’s executor and 

 d. Executor of the last-named executor.6 

Above mentioned persons are the only people who are entitled to be appointed a guardian of the 

property of a minor. Mother has no power to appoint legal guardian by will in case of 

guardianship of property.7 The important point is that mother, brother, uncle, etc., are not legal 

guardians.8 According to the Hanafi Law, the executor of the father’s will have preference over 

the grandfather. On the other hand, Shia Law says that, however hold that the father cannot 

appoint an executor by will in presence of the grandfather. Shafi law also mentions that 

grandfather has preferential rights over the father’s executor in matter of property management.9 

On another view, appointment of an executor by the father is valid to extent of one- third of the 

property and for the discharge of all rights or claims upon his estate.10 

2.2.1.1 Alienation by legal guardian: 

Generally, Muslim Law does not allow legal guardian to alienate immovable properties of a 

minor. But there are some recognized exceptions to this general rule:11 

1. Where the sale may fetch double the value of the property. 

2. Where minor has no other property and sale is necessary for minor’s maintenance. 

3. Where there are no other means of paying debts of the deceased. 

                                                             
6 The Hanafi texts distinguish the powers of the father from those of any other guardian and subdivide fathers 

according to their powers of judgment. 

7 Syed Khalid Rashid, Muslim Law, (5th edn. 2009, Eastern Book Company Lucknow), p- 173. 

8 D.F. Mulla, Principles of Mohammedan Law (18th edn. By M. Hidayatullah, N.M Tripathi, Mumbai 1977) p-375 

9 Syed Khalid Rashid, Muslim Law, (5th edn. 2009, Eastern Book Company Lucknow), p- 173. 

10 Ibid, 173. 

11 D.F. Mulla, Principles of Mohammedan Law (18th edn. By M. Hidayatullah, N.M Tripathi, Mumbai 1977) p-376-

77 
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4. Where there are no other means of paying debts of the legacies (under Will). 

5. Where the income is less than the expenses of the property. 

6. Where the property is falling into decay. 

7. Where the property has been usurped and the guardian fears that there is no chance of fair 

restitution. 

On the other hand, in case of Movable properties legal guardian has power to sell or pledge the 

goods and chattels of the minors for the minor’s imperative necessities, such as food, clothing or 

nursing.12 

2.2.2 Guardian appointed by the court: 

On the absence of the legal guardians, the court is competent to appoint a guardian for protecting 

the minor’s property.13 The matter is governed by The Guardians and Wards Act, 1890. This Act 

applies to the appointment of guardians of all minors belonging to any community. According to 

the Guardians and Wards Act 1890, the power of appointing, or declaring any person as guardian 

is conferred to the District Court. The District Court may appoint or declare any person as 

guardian of a minor child's person as well as property whenever it considers it necessary for the 

welfare of the minor, taking into consideration the age, sex, wishes of the child as well as the 

wishes of the parents and the personal law of the minor.14 

2.2.2.1 Alienation by certified guardian: 

A guardian of the property of a minor appointed by the court under The Guardians and Wards 

Act, 1890, is bound to deal with movable properties as carefully as a man of ordinary prudence 

would deal with his own property. That clearly mentions that, he may alienate only in cases of 

grave necessities.15 In case of Immovable properties, the certified guardians cannot alienate 

                                                             
12 Imambandi v. Mutsaddi [1918] 45 IA 73 

13Ahmadellah v. Mafizuddin Ahamed, [1973] AIR 1973 Gau 56 

14  The Guardians and Wards Act, 1890. S 17 

15 Syed Khalid Rashid, Muslim Law, (5th edn. 2009, Eastern Book Company Lucknow) p- 175 
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property of minor without the permission of the court and without necessity of the minor. But 

with the prior permission of the court, he may alienate.16 

2.2.3 De-facto guardian: 

De facto guardians mean persons not belonging to these two (legal guardians and Certified 

guardians) categories, but who place themselves in this position of a guardian by intermeddling 

with the property of the minor, are called de facto guardians.17 A self-appointed guardian is de-

facto guardian. The mother can be appointed a testamentary guardian or executrix by the father, 

or by the grandfather, whenever he can exercise this power. Among the Sunnis, the appointment 

of a non-Muslim mother as testamentary guardian is valid, but among the Shias such an 

appointment is not valid, as they hold the view that a non-Muslim cannot be a guardian of the 

person as well as of the property of a minor.18 

2.2.3.1 Alienation by de-facto guardian: 

In case of movable property, a de-facto guardian has power to sell or pledge the goods and 

chattels of the minors in his charge as a legal guardian of his property. But he cannot enter into 

any contract whereby the minor would be saddled with any pecuniary liability.19 On the other 

hand, a de facto guardian has no right to alienate immovable property of a minor. Such transfer is 

void.20 Thus a sale, Mortgage, or any other transfer by mother, who is a de facto guardian, is 

absolutely void as held in Imambandi v. Mustasaddi21case. 

 

                                                             
16 Mortgage, sell, gift away or exchange the property, lease any part of that property for a term exceeding 5 years or 

for any term extending more than one year beyond date on which the ward will cease to be a minor. 

17 A.A.A Fyzee, Outline of Mohammedan Law (3rd edn., 1964) p- 203 

18 Paras Diwan, Family Law (Allahabad Law Agency, Faridabad, 2007) p- 293 

19 D.F. Mulla, Principles of Mohammedan Law (18th edn. By M. Hidayatullah, N.M Tripathi, Mumbai 1977) p- 305-

306 

20 Syed Khalid Rashid, Muslim Law, (5th edn. 2009, Eastern Book Company Lucknow), p- 177 

21 (1918) 45 IA 73. 
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2.2.4 Removal of guardian 

A guardian can be removed in the interest of the minor. This has been discussed in Section 39 of 

The Guardians and Wards Act, 1890. The court may remove a guardian appointed or declared by 

court or a guardian appointed by will or other testament if: (1) He abuses trust (2) Fails to 

perform his duties (3) Incapacity to perform duties (4) Ill-treatment or neglect of ward (5) 

Continuous disregard of provisions of Guardianship and Wards Act or of any order of the court 

(6) Conviction of an offence showing moral turpitude (7) Having interest adverse to his duties as 

a guardian (8) Ceases to reside within limits of the court (9) Goes insolvent (guardian of 

property) (10) Cease to be under the law to which the minor is subject.22 

2.3 Guardianship of property under Hindu law:  

The Dharmashastras did not deal with the guardianship’s law. During the British period the 

courts promoted and developed the law of guardianship. The Guardianship and Wards Act, 1890 

is similarly applicable for Hindus of Bangladesh like Muslims in ascertaining guardianship. It 

has come to established that the father is the natural or legal guardian of the children and when 

he is dead, mother is the natural guardian of the children and no one else can be the natural 

guardian of minor children. In Hindu law Testamentary guardians were also established: It was 

also established that the paramount guardianship of the minor children vested in the State as 

parents’ parties and were exercised by the courts.23 

In Hindu law, father is the natural guardian of the person and separate property of the minor 

children of his. The Court has no power to appoint a guardian for a minor whose father is alive 

and fit as a guardian. In case of mitakshara joint family where all the sons are minors, the court 

may appoint a Guardian of the whole of the joint family property until one of the sons attains his 

majority. 

In absence of father, the mother becomes the guardian of a minor unless the father appoints 

another guardian than mother for his children. In absence of both father and mother, the court 

may appoint the closest male paternal kinsman or the nearest male maternal kinsman or even a 

                                                             
22 The Guardians and Wards Act, 1890, S 39 

23 Retrieved from <http://www.crisp-india.org/laws/67-guardianship-under-hindu-muslim-christian-and-parsilaws> 

accessed 8/11/2019 

http://www.crisp-india.org/laws/67-guardianship-under-hindu-muslim-christian-and-parsilaws
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stranger as guardian if the Welfare and benefit of the minor requires it. Mother is a lawful 

Guardian of her illegitimate children. But where the father is known, he has the preferential right 

over mother. 

2.4 Guardianship of under Christian law 

Some of the civil laws directly regulating family matters of Christians in Bangladesh are as 

follows24: i. The Christian Marriage Act, 1872, ii. The Divorce Act, 1869.  iii. The Guardian and 

Wards Act, 1890. iv. The Succession Act, 1925.  The matter has been left in the hand of the 

discretion of the Court. Generally, Christians in Bangladesh are governed by the provisions of 

the Guardians and Wards Act of 1890 in matters which are related to guardianship of minors in 

respect of their person and property. The personal laws of the Christians and Parsis do not have 

any specific provisions on minority and guardianship. There is no separate enactment on the 

subject either. It is presumed that the father acts as a natural guardian of the minor children and 

their property25. After him, the mother is presumed to act as a natural guardian as preferential 

right. 

2.5 Conclusion:  

In this chapter I have tried to provide an overview determine the guardianship of property under 

deferent religion and statutory laws. Muslim, Hindus, Christian law are equally following The 

Guardian and Wards Act, 1890 to determine the guardianship of property. According to the 

Mohammedan law and Hindu law, father is the legal guardian and mother can get the custody 

right till certain period of the minor. Muslim law took more restrictive approach to determine the 

guardianship of property. In the next chapter I will discuss this matter through case analysis. 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
24Asma Jahan, LEGAL STATUS OF GUARDIANSHIP OF MINOR: BANGLADESH 

PERSPECTIVE,<https://www.aarcentre.com/index.php/aarcentre/article/view/47/237> accessed  9 November 2019 
25Rezaul Karim, Laws of Guardianship in Bangladesh: An Appraisal<http://sclsbd.org/laws-of-guardianship-in-

bangladesh-an-appraisal/> accessed 9 November 2019 

 

https://www.aarcentre.com/index.php/aarcentre/article/view/47/237
http://sclsbd.org/laws-of-guardianship-in-bangladesh-an-appraisal/
http://sclsbd.org/laws-of-guardianship-in-bangladesh-an-appraisal/
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CHAPTER: III 

GUARDIANSHIP OF PROPERTY CASES – A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction:   

The term guardian is defined by the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890 (hereinafter, GWA) as a 

person having the care of the person of a minor or of his property or of both person and 

property26. There are some important case principles regarding the guardianship in property 

matter. In this chapter I have chosen here to study the position of the guardianship of property 

under different case principles with critical analysis. 

3.2 Guardianship of Property Cases- A Critical Analysis: 

3.2.1 Imambandi v. Mutsaddi,27 

In this case, Ismail Ali Khan died in March 1906 leaving three widows and several children. 

Three months after his death, one of the widows whose name was Zohra wanted to sell the share 

for herself and her two children to certain purchasers. But on this situation other two widows and 

their children opposed the purchasers. On behalf of the purchasers Zohra filed a suit. She argued 

that she was the acknowledged wife and her two children were legitimate children of Ismail Ali 

Khan so she could lawfully alienate the minor’s property. In this case, the Privy Council clearly 

held that, mother has no right or power to alienate the property for the reason she was not a legal 

guardian. 

According to this case principle, Mother is only a custodian but not a legal guardian. Father is a 

natural or legal guardian so he has all rights upon his minor child’s property.28 In case of 

imperative necessities father can alienate his minor property but mother can’t do this. Not only 

alienate the property but also a de-facto guardian will not be able to enter into an agreement 

whereby the minor will be implicated any pecuniary liability.29 As a de-facto guardian mother 

                                                             
26 The Guardians and Wards Act, No. 8 of 1890] S. 4(2), 

27 (1918) 45 IA 73, Cal. 878 

28 M. Jashim Ali Chowdhury, A Text Book on Muslim Personal Law (2nd Edn. 2016, Sufi Prokashoni) p- 333 

29 D.F. Mulla, Principles of Mohammedan Law (18th edn. By M. Hidayatullah, N.M Tripathi, Mumbai 1977) p.305-

306 
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has no right to her minor property which is related to alienate or pecuniary liability.  In this case 

court clearly held that: 

“It is now well settled that under Muhammedan Law that mother is not legal guardian of the 

immovable property of her minor children though she may be in charge of the same. Her position 

is no better than that of any other person who the charge of the person property of a minor and 

she is nothing but a de facto guardian having no power to convey to another any right or interest 

of the immovable property. Such contract is not enforceable against the minor.”30 

3.2.2 Meherun Hossain v. Nazrul Islam,31 

In this case, Nazrul Islam was a tenant. The building was under the supervision of Meherun 

Hossain. The building originally belonged to Md. Ahamed Hossain who died leaving a widow 

(Meherun Hossain) and one son and two daughters. After the death of her husband, she entered 

into an agreement with Nazrul Islam to sell this building. Within six months she got appointed as 

guardian and obtained necessary permission to sell the property. But for getting higher price she 

was trying to sell it to another person. Nazrul Islam filed a suit for specific performance.32 On 

this situation lower Court provided the judgment in favor of Meherun Hossain. But lower court’s 

judgement was overruled, and court held that, under the Mohammadan law mother is not a legal 

guardian of the immovable property of her minor. She cannot alienate the minor’s property. In 

this case the most important point was that mother did not have the authority on the date of sale. 

The principle is like the Imambandi v. Mutsaddi33 case. 

Though the situations are different in both the cases, the decisions are similar. They clearly 

mentioned that mother is not a legal guardian, but she is a custodian or de-facto guardian. In 

above two cases mother is a custodian but mother has no right to alienate the property. In both 

the cases, nothing was discussed about the minor’s imperative necessities, so court provided their 

judgement against the mother. But our legal system follows the precedent and court follows the 

case principles. According to the “Best Interests of the Child” principle, mother can get the 

                                                             
30 Meherun Hossain v. Nazrul Islam, 46 DLR 1994(HCD) 86 Para 11 

31 46 DLR 1994 (HCD) 86 

32 Ibid, para 2 

33 (1918) 45 IA 73, Cal. 878 
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custody but on this same principle applying mother cannot be a guardian of the property of her 

minor child’s. We can see two conflicting application of the same principle when we analyze the 

cases. The child if safe with her mother then mother can get custody but why the minor’s 

property is not thought to be safe under his mother’s supervision if the situation demands and 

why the mother cannot get the guardianship of the property is a question here. According to me 

satisfactory answer is yet to be found. 

3.2.3 Meethiyan Sidhique v. Mohammad Kunju,34 

In this case the Supreme Court held that, father is the legal guardian and in absence of the legal 

guardian other legal guardians would be entitled to act. In their absence property’s guardian will 

be appointed by the competent court. For the benefit of the minor’s, the legal guardian and the 

court appointed guardian is entitled to alienate the minor’s property. The mother is not guardian 

for the alienation of the property of the minor. Therefore, the mother cannot sell the minor’s 

property and if the mother sale the minor’s property then the sell is void.  

3.2.4 Haji Abdullah khan v. Nisar Mohammad Khan,35 

This is another important case. In this case court held that, according to the Muhammadan Law 

father is the legal guardian or executor of the father or the person appointed by his will or the 

grandfather or executor by his will. Court relying on Imambandi v. Mutsaddi,36case principal 

held that mother’s position is to be a stranger in property of the minor and position of the uncle is 

no better than mother. Uncle is not an authorized legal guardian and all who are not included 

among the guardians mentioned above are strangers.37 In this case mother is treated as a stranger 

in case of guardianship of property of the minors. In the above case Khawaja Mohammad Khan 

brought a land for two of his own minor and two of his brother’s minor sons. Question was 

raised that whether the contract was enforceable if entered on behalf of the minor’s? Regarding 

this question court held that, De-facto guardian can’t buy any immovable property on behalf of 

the minor.  

                                                             
34 (1996) 7 SSC 436: AIR 1996 SC 1003 

35 17 DLR (SC) 481 

36 (1918) 45 IA 73, Cal. 878 

37 Haji Abdullah khan v. Nisar Mohammad Khan, 17 DLR (SC) 481 
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In Rahima Khatoon v. Saburjanessa,38 court held that when any women married another person 

on the death of former husband then she will not be entitled to the guardianship of person or 

guardianship of property of her minor daughter. Generally regarding the guardianship of 

property mother’s right is much less and father’s39 right is the best of all. 

3.2.5 Azmeri Haque Badhon v. Mashrur Siddiqi Sonet,40 

This is the landmark case in our sub-continent where court provided a judgment that, mother 

is a legal guardian of her minor child. Court also mentioned that, for ensuring the best 

interest of the child, court can apply the discretionary power and can provide that decision. In 

this case, the court is held to have rightly appointed the mother in preference to the father, as 

guardian of the minor for the welfare of the child.41 For the welfare of the minor court provide 

that judgment. In this case court clearly held that- 

“The guardian of the daughter is her mother and she will stay in her custody. The child’s father 

can visit her twice a month in the presence of her mother. But for the betterment of her daughter 

the mother’s decision will be held as final. So, she won’t just receive general custody, whereas 

she will get the child’s complete guardianship.”42 

This case is a leading case regarding guardianship of property of minor child in our country. In 

this case mother filed a suit for child’s custody but for the thought of best interest of the child, 

court provided the custody with guardianship to the mother. Dhaka’s 12th District and Session 

Court’s Assistant Judge provided this judgment by suo moto rule. In this case court observed 

‘best interest of the child’ doctrine. Court also observed that father could not ensure the best 

interest of her child and father was not providing any maintenance of the child when the child 

                                                             
38 AIR 1996 Gau 33, (1995) 3GLR 210 

39 i. Father; ii. executor appointed by the father; iii. father’s father, iv. Executor appointed by the paternal 
grandfather, and v. Executor of the last name executor. 
40 Unreported case, Dhaka’s 12th District and Session Court’s Assistant Judge 

41 Sarjean Rahman Lian, Barrister at Law and Advocate of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh, Guardianship of a 

minor in Bangladesh Law,<https://www.daily-sun.com/printversion/details/379835/2019/03/24/Guardianship-of-a-

minor-in-Bangladesh-Law> accessed  28 November 2019 

42 Staff-reporter, Badhon receives guardianship of daughter Saira, (published at 09:16 pm April 30th, 2018) Dhaka 

Tribune<https://www.dhakatribune.com/showtime/2018/04/30/badhon-receives-guardianship-daughter-saira> 
accessed 21 November 2019 

https://www.daily-sun.com/printversion/details/379835/2019/03/24/Guardianship-of-a-minor-in-Bangladesh-Law
https://www.daily-sun.com/printversion/details/379835/2019/03/24/Guardianship-of-a-minor-in-Bangladesh-Law
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was under the custody of the mother. Mother could not claim any maintenance or any past 

maintenance, just she wanted the custody of her child. Court said that for the betterment of her 

daughter, the mother’s decision will be held as final and she won’t just receive the custody 

whereas she will receive the full guardianship of her child. 

3.2.6 Muhammad Baksh v. Mst Gulam Fatima,43 

In this case court held that, all rules of Muhammadan law relating to the guardianship and 

custody are applying for the benefits of the children or to ensure the best interest of the minor. 

According to this case Mohammadan law doesn’t create any discrimination to men and women 

about who gets the guardianship of the property. If any mother ensures that if she gets the 

custody and guardianship, it will be applied for the benefits or best interest of the minor. On this 

basis mother can get the guardianship of the property. 

3.2.7 Other relevant case analysis: 

Under Mohmmadan Law, only the father, the executor appointed by the father’s will, the father’s 

father and executor appointed by the will of the father’s father are entitled to be guardians of the 

property of a minor, and in their absence the duty of appointing guardian for the protection and 

preservation of the minor’s property falls on the court.44 All of those cases are provided their 

judgment against the mother. To providing the judgment against the mother are creating gender 

discrimination. Father will be a legal guardian, but mother will not get the right. Although our 

Constitution clearly says that “the state shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only 

of religion, race, caste, sex or place of the birth.”45 But regarding this matter, there is 

discrimination. Father’s father gets the guardianship of property, but mother will not get this 

right. Mother gives us birth, nurture us but regarding the guardianship of property she is 

deprived. I do not say that father or father’s father or executor by the father or father’s father 

should not get the guardianship of property, but that mother should also be entitled to be in this 

                                                             
43 PLD (1953) Lahore 73  

44Achamma v. Yousuff and Others, (1958) KLJ, 305 

45 The Constitution of the people’s republic of Bangladesh, Ar. 28 (1) 
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list to get the guardianship of property. In absence of a de-jure guardian, mother or a de-facto 

guardian provide to pledge of the minor’s movable property for his imperative necessities.46 

On the other hand, in Abu Baker Siddique v. S.M.A Bakar & others,47Mst. Zohra Begum v. Sh. 

Latif Ahamed Munawar,48 Bashir Ahamed v. Abida Sultannnna,49 cases court provided their 

judgment according to the best interest of the child, and mother got the custody of her child but 

cannot get the guardianship of the property. In guardianship matters, it’s presumed that father is 

the ‘natural’ guardian.50 

3.3 Conclusion:  

After analyzing the cases the researcher observes that, father and father’s executor get preference 

over the mother in case of guardianship of property on the other hand in case of custody matter 

get preference over the father. Father is a legal guardian and mother is a custodian.51 Mother has 

no right to alienate the minor’s property, according to Muhamman law only legal guardian and 

court appointed guardian can alienate the minor’s property.52 In most of the custody cases, courts 

provide the decision according to the best interest of the child’s principle. But it is a matter of 

sorrow that in the case of guardian of the property courts are not applying that principle. In this 

chapter I have tried to provide an overview with critical analysis of the different case principles 

regarding the guardianship of the property. In the next chapter I will discuss some comparisons 

with other country regarding the guardianship of property. 

 

 

 

                                                             
46Mohammad Amin v. Vakil Ahamed (1952) AIR, SC 358 

47 38 DLR (AD) 1986 

48 PLD 1965 Lah. 695 

49 1989 ALD 432 

50 Knowing Our Rights: Women, family, laws and customs in the Muslim world: Women Living Under Muslim 

Laws, (2006, 3rd Edn. The Russell Press, Nottingham, UK). p-345 

51 Imambandi v. Mutsaddi, (1918) 45 IA 73, Cal. 878 

52Amin v. Vakil Ahamed, (1952) SCR 1133 
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CHEAPTER – IV 

COMPARSION AMONG DIFFERENT COUNTRIES REGARDING GUARDIANSHIP 

OF PROPERTY 

4.1 Introduction: 

In Bangladesh and South Asian countries custody is given based on best interest of children 

where guardianship is decided based on bloodline and fathers are to be legal guardian. But there 

are many Central Asians and African countries where women and men have equal rights to 

custody & guardianship and decisions are given on the best interests of the child doctrine. In this 

chapter I have chosen a few states for a comparative study of the position of guardianship of the 

property. 

4.2 Comparative Study of the other countries:  

 4.2.1 Tunisia: 

The Tunisian laws apprehend ‘the equal rights of parents in custody and guardianship’.53 It has 

created a scope for a mother to get guardianship of the property of her children. According to the 

Tunisian law, during the marriage, father and mother has equal responsibilities and right for their 

child. In case of divorce, death of the father, or separation of the spouse, if the mother can get the 

custody right then she will also get the full guardianship. According to the best interest of the 

child, mother can get both the rights. In Tunisia-  

 “In the event of divorce, the judge shall award custody based on the best interests of the child. If   

the mother is awarded custody, she exercises the authority of guardianship in relation to the 

ward’s travel, education, and financial affairs; she may be granted full powers of guardianship if 

the guardian is unable or unfit t to exercise them.”54 

                                                             
53 Knowing Our Rights: Women, family, laws and customs in the Muslim world: Women Living Under Muslim 

Laws, (2006, 3rd Edn The Russell Press, Nottingham, UK). p-344 

54 Ibid, p-344 
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Father and mother have equal rights to custody and guardianship matters. This decision is based 

on the best interest of the child.55 The Tunisian Code does not set ages as limits for custody of 

the mother and all custody cases are decided by the court in the best interests of the child.56 If the 

mother is awarded custody, she exercises the authority of guardianship as well. 

4.2.2 Turkey:  

According to the Turkey law, custody and guardianship do not discriminate between the father 

and the mother.57 Father and mother have equal right regarding the guardianship of property. 

Men are not regarded as being superior to women in this matter.58 

In Turkey father and mother are treated equally for guardianship and custody matter. But in the 

Indian sub-continent father is the legal guardian and mother is custodian or de-facto guardian. 

Turkey also Recognize women and men as having equal rights to custody & guardianship of 

property.59 

4.2.3 Gambia: 

Under the Family Code if there is a disagreement, the best interest of the child is the guiding 

principle.60 Custody and guardianship of children can be awarded to the father, the mother, or a 

                                                             
55 Islamic Family Law, Tunisia Republic of Draft: Under Review.<https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/islamic-family-

law/home/research/legal-profiles/tunisia-republic-of%EF%BF%BD%EF%BF%BD-draft-under-review/> accessed 

on 21 November 2019 

56 Tunisia text - Reunite International <www.reunite.org › edit › files › Tunisia Text> Accessed on 1st December 

2019. 

57 Knowing Our Rights: Women, family, laws and customs in the Muslim world: Women Living Under Muslim 

Laws, (2006, 3rd Edn The Russell Press, Nottingham, UK). p-344 

58 Ibid, p-345 

59 Legal capacity and proxy decision making, 2010.<https://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Policy-in-

Practice2/Country-comparisons/2010-Legal-capacity-and-proxy-decision-making/Turkey> accessed on, 21 

November 2019 

60  Knowing Our Rights: Women, family, laws and customs in the Muslim world: Women Living Under Muslim 

Laws, (2006, 3rd Edn The Russell Press, Nottingham, UK). p-344 

https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/islamic-family-law/home/research/legal-profiles/tunisia-republic-of%EF%BF%BD%EF%BF%BD-draft-under-review/
https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/islamic-family-law/home/research/legal-profiles/tunisia-republic-of%EF%BF%BD%EF%BF%BD-draft-under-review/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi-nKGrxJLmAhWx4zgGHck7C08QFjABegQICxAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reunite.org%2Fedit%2Ffiles%2FIslamic%2520Resource%2FTunisia%2520Text.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1X_G0PNREAPGKOwN9_vnKf
https://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Policy-in-Practice2/Country-comparisons/2010-Legal-capacity-and-proxy-decision-making/Turkey
https://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Policy-in-Practice2/Country-comparisons/2010-Legal-capacity-and-proxy-decision-making/Turkey
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third party. S. 29:1 (Rights of Children) of the 1997 Constitution provides for taking account of 

the best interests of the child with regards to custody and guardianship.61 So according to the 

Gambia laws, mother is a legal guardian as like father. There is no gender discrimination 

regarding the guardianship of property and custody matter. Court provides the judgment 

according to the best interest of the child principles. 

4.2.4 Senegal: 

 In Senegal, the judge awards custody and guardianship to either parent or a third person 

according to the best interest of the child. If a widow remarries, other relatives may request the 

court to fix certain conditions regarding the custody, maintenance, and education of the child.62 

In Senegal guardianship of property is awarded to the father or mother or a third person who will 

ensure the best interest of the child. 

4.2.5 Cameroon & Central Asian Republics: 

Custody and guardianship can be given to either parent. The best interest of the child is the 

paramount consideration.63 This country also does not create any discrimination with man and 

women regarding the guardianship of property matter.64 

So, it can be seen that less developed African countries like Cameron and many central Asian 

Muslim countries have given equal rights to custody & guardianship to men and women. Those 

countries look on to the best interest of the child. Also, country like Indonesia and Tunisia do not 

give legal guardianship to the father automatically rather it has been given on the best interests of 

the child. Indonesia has more liberal approach of giving custody to the minor’s child in the hand 

of mother in normal circumstances. But in Bangladesh Custody is decided in the best interests of 

the child; fathers are presumed to be ‘natural’ guardians where mother cannot be a legal or 

                                                             
61  Supra, p-344 

62 Supra, p-345 

63 Supra, p-345 

64 Child Abdication Information,<https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/International-Parental-Child-

Abduction/International-Parental-Child-Abduction-Country-Information/Cameroon.html> accessed on 30 

November 2019 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/International-Parental-Child-Abduction/International-Parental-Child-Abduction-Country-Information/Cameroon.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/International-Parental-Child-Abduction/International-Parental-Child-Abduction-Country-Information/Cameroon.html
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natural guardian at all. Where it can be said that woman does not have equal right to men in case 

of guardianship of property.  

 

4.3 Conclusion: 

It has been seen that in case of custody and guardianship of a minor many Muslim countries are 

taking liberal approach as there is no strict injunction in Quran. But in comparison to other 

countries, in Bangladesh mother cannot be a legal guardian according to the case precedents of 

our country that means our country is taking more rigid approach regarding this matter. In this 

chapter I tried to provide a comparative overview of the other countries regarding the 

guardianship and property matter. In the next chapter I will discuss about recommendation of my 

research, finding and conclusion of this study. 
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CHAPTER-V 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I will be discussing about the findings of my study based on my research. Then I 

will try to recommend some prospective solution for the outcomes of the study with some 

concluding remarks. 

5.1 Findings of the Study: 

The main purpose of this study was to find out as to how mother gets the right of guardianship of 

property and whether children’s best interest in property has been properly protected by the 

courts of law or not. From the reviewed articles, case principles and journals, firstly, it is found 

that, mother is mostly a custodian of her minor child. As a custodian or de-facto guardian, she 

has no right to alienate the minor’s property even if it’s necessary for the minor. According to the 

Islamic law, even if the mother has the physical custody of her children, father continues to be 

the guardian of the child as he is supposed to support the child financially.65 Under Muslim Law 

mother is not the natural or the legal guardian of the child and is merely entitled to preferential 

custody up to certain ages. But the father or the paternal grand-father of the minor may appoint 

the mother, brother or uncle or any other person as his executor or executrix of his will in which 

case they become legal guardian and have all the powers of the legal guardian.66 There are 

numerous cases where courts have observed that the welfare of the child will get paramount 

importance to determine the custody and for this reasons mother gets the custody but according 

to this principle mother cannot get the guardianship of property. There is a direct discrimination 

between men and women. In absence of father, father’s father is entitled to be a legal guardian, 

but mother has no power to be legal guardian. In modern times, mothers are also seen to 

maintain their child from their means. In this scenario, the law of guardianship which recognizes 

mainly the father to be the natural guardian has become obsolete.  

On the other hand, most of the Muslim countries clearly mention that in case of ‘guardianship 

and custody’ men and women are equally treated. But our country has created a discrimination 

                                                             
65 Asma Jahan, LEGAL STATUS OF GUARDIANSHIP OF MINOR: BANGLADESH PERSPECTIVE, Journal of 

Asian and African Social Science and Humanities (ISSN 2413-2748) 

 
66 Ibid, p-3 
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regarding this matter between men and women although our constitution clearly mentions that 

men and women are not to be discriminated based on sex, race, caste etc. In Azmeri Haque 

Badhon v. Mashrur Siddiqi Sonet,67 case, court provided guardianship to the mother.68 In the 

matter of guardianship of children, a Muslim woman is definitely at odds. Under the Guardian 

and Wards Act, 1890, further, a mother can always apply to the court to be appointed the 

guardian of her children. 

The important findings of this research are- 

I. Regarding the guardianship of property there is discrimination between men and women. 

II. The children’s interest in property has not been properly protected by the courts of-law. 

III. Father gets preferential rights over the mother regarding this matter. 

IV. There is no statutory obligation that mother cannot be a legal guardian. 

V. Best interest principles are only applied for determining the custody not for 

determination of the guardianship of property. 

VI. The court can provide the guardianship of property by suo-moto to the mother. 

VII. Some Muslim Countries provided the guardianship of the property to mother based on 

best interest of the child. 

5.2. Recommendations: 

There should not be any discrimination regarding guardianship and custody of children between 

father and mother. I recommend two steps that may be taken forward to ensure welfare of minor 

child. They are given below: 

i. The government should take proper measures to ensure equal rights regarding 

guardianship of children by amending the prevailing statutory laws regarding this. 

Article 182 of the Turkish Civil Code states, as a principle, the judge grants the 

custody or guardianship of the children to the parent he or she believes will look after 

                                                             
67 Unreported case, 

68 Staff-reporter, Badhon receives guardianship of daughter Saira, (Published at 09:16 pm April 30th, 2018) 

<https://www.dhakatribune.com/showtime/2018/04/30/badhon-receives-guardianship-daughter-saira>accessed 2 

December 2019 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/showtime/2018/04/30/badhon-receives-guardianship-daughter-saira
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the children better. Men do not have any superiority over women in this respect. In 

Bangladesh we can also apply this in guardianship law to ensure the equal rights. 

The best interest of the child doctrine should also be applied to determine the guardianship of 

property by the courts of Bangladesh. If certain guidelines can be directed by the Apex court 

of Bangladesh, the lower courts will have to follow the same.  

 

5.3 Concluding Remarks  

From the study we can see that woman are being deprived in getting guardianship of property in 

Bangladesh. The minor child’s interest in property is also disregarded by courts as well as law 

makers. Although there are many countries which have taken steps to give the legal guardianship 

of a child to woman, Bangladesh is lagging. Also, from this research we can see that there are no 

conflicts in sharia laws and other personal religious laws to give the guardianship of property to a 

mother. In this situation, the courts must take proper approach and the welfare of the child should 

be given paramount importance. Also, it is expected, and hoped, that this study will help both 

policy makers and practitioners in the area of custody and guardianship, in addition to supporting 

specific law reform initiatives that may be undertaken. 
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